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ABSTRACT: In cystic fibrosis (CF), relationships between genotype and pheno-
type have been shown for pancreatic status but not for pulmonary disease.

One hundred and ten adult CF patients were classified according to the expect-
ed effect of their mutations on cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regu-
lator (CFTR) protein: Group 1 (n=48) included ∆F508 homozygotes; Group 2
(n=26), patients with two ""severe"" mutations and no expected CFTR production;
Group 3 (n=17), patients with expected partly functional CFTR corresponding to
at least one ""mild"" mutation; Group 4 (n=19), patients with no mutation identi-
fied or only one identified ""severe"" mutation.

As compared to Groups 1 and 2: patients from Groups 3 and 4 had higher arte-
rial oxygen tension (Pa,O2) (9.5±1.9 and 9.9±1.5 vs 8.8±1.5 and 8.3±1.7 kPa, respec-
tively p<0.02); and a slower decline in their pulmonary function, estimated by the
mean annual loss in forced vital capacity (FVC) (1.2±1.0 and 1.5±1.1 vs 2.0±0.9
and 2.2±1.0%, respectively; p<0.01) and in forced expiratory volume in one sec-
ond (FEV1) (1.7±1.1 and 1.9±1.3 vs 2.6±1.0 and 2.8±1.0%, respectively; p<0.005).
They had fewer episodes of colonization of the airways by Pseudomonas aerugi-
nosa, and colonization occurred at a more advanced age (median age 25 and 19
vs 15 and 17 yrs, respectively; p<0.01) and required fewer intravenous antibiotic
courses (p<0.01). Pancreatic insufficiency was less frequent in Groups 3 (23%) and
4 (63%) than in Groups 1 (100%) and 2 (96%).

This study suggests that the phenotype of adult cystic fibrosis patients, includ-
ing the severity of the lung disease, is related to the severity of the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator mutations.
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Since the discovery of the cystic fibrosis (CF) gene in
1989 [1, 2], more than 550 different CF mutations have
been described [3]. The association of two different muta-
tions in compound heterozygotes with CF is responsible
for a large heterogeneity of genotypes. Although the
knowledge of different mutations of the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene has
progressed during recent years, the mechanisms accoun-
ting for the great variability of clinical expression of the
disease are still poorly understood [4].

One possible explanation for the great variability of
phenotypes of the disease is that the severity of CF
might be related to the level of deficiency in the CFTR
protein, which may vary depending on the type of mu-
tation of the CFTR gene. Other possible explanations
include influence of other genes on the expression of
the CF gene and environmental factors.

The first studies of genotype-phenotype relation-
ships in CF focused on the most frequent mutation, the
∆F508 mutation, which is found in about 70% of CF

chromosomes in Western countries. KEREM et al. [5]
showed that ∆F508 homozygotes almost always have
pancreatic insufficiency, whereas 28% of ∆F508 com-
pound heterozygotes and 64% of patients who do not
carry a ∆F508 mutation have adequate pancreatic func-
tion. In contrast, no correlation was found between the
∆F508 genotype and pulmonary status [5–11]. In the
majority of studies [5, 6, 8, 9, 11], the lack of correla-
tion between genotype and pulmonary status might, in
part, be explained by selection of young patients (mean
age ranging 9–18 yrs), which may give insufficient back-
ground to assess the long-term outcome of pulmonary
involvement. In two studies which focused on CF adult
patients only [7, 10], and in most other studies [5, 6, 8,
9], comparison between homozygotes or compound het-
erozygotes for the ∆F508 mutation were made without
differentiating compound heterozygotes according to the
type of their non-∆F508 mutation, which may influence
the severity of the pulmonary outcome. KUBESCH et al.
[12], who classified ∆F508 compound heterozygotes



according to the type of non-∆F508 mutation, showed
genetic determinants for the colonization of airways by
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, but not for pulmonary func-
tion. Concerning the relationship between the severity
of pulmonary involvement and other mutations than
∆F508, a mild pulmonary disease was described in two
sisters homozygous for the G551S mutation [13], and
in compound heterozygotes for the missense mutation
A455E, a mutation commonly found in The Netherlands
[14].

WELSH and SMITH [15] described four mechanisms by
which mutations disrupt CFTR function: 1) defective
protein production due to splicing mutations, frameshift
or nonsense mutations (class I mutations); 2) defective
protein processing (class II mutations, including the
∆F508 mutation); 3) defective regulation, mainly due to
missense mutations in the two nucleotide binding dom-
ains (class III mutations); and 4) defective conduction
associated with missense mutations in the membrane-
spanning domains (class IV mutations). This classifica-
tion makes it possible to predict the likely effect of a
known mutation on the CFTR function, although the
effect of a given mutation on cell function is not yet
known. Using this approach, we have classified a co-
hort of 110 CF adult patients into four groups accor-
ding to the predicted severity of CFTR dysfunction,
and we have examined whether the different groups of
genotype had any influence on the phenotype of the dis-
ease, in particular for pulmonary and pancreatic involve-
ment.

Study of the relationship between genotype and phe-
notype in a group of CF adults provides the opportu-
nity to examine long-term outcome of the disease, in
particular for pulmonary involvement, and to identify
possible discrepancies in outcome between the groups
of genotype as well as within each group of genotype.
It also provides the opportunity to include some milder
phenotypes of patients whose diagnosis is established
later in life.

Patients and methods

Patients

One hundred and ten adult patients with cystic fibro-
sis were included in this study (70 males and 40 females;
mean age 26 yrs). All patients regularly attended the
adult CF centre at Cochin Hospital, Paris (France),
between January 1, 1990, and March 31, 1995. All but
one had bronchiectasis confirmed by computed tomo-
graphic (CT) scan. The only patient without bronchiec-
tasis presented with congenital bilateral absence of the
vas deferens, pansinusitis with nasal polyposis and a
familial history of CF. Diagnosis was confirmed by two
abnormal chloride concentrations (≥70 mmol·L-1) in pilo-
carpine iontophoresis sweat tests and/or the identifica-
tion of two mutations in the CFTR gene. Only three
patients had a normal sweat test: two related patients,
who were compound heterozygotes for the G542X and
3849+10 kb cytosine (C)→thymine (T) mutations, and
one patient who was compound heterozygote for the
R1070Q and D1152H mutations.

Clinical assessment

Data concerning clinical presentation included age,
symptoms at diagnosis, and history of meconium ileus.
Sweat chloride concentrations were recorded.

Pancreatic status was determined by the fat content
in stool samples collected over 3 days: patients show-
ing normal results (faecal fat less than 5 g·day-1) and
currently not treated by pancreatic enzyme replacement
were defined as pancreatic sufficient, and the remain-
ing as pancreatic insufficient. Body weight was expres-
sed as a percentage of ideal weight for height.

Lung function tests were performed regularly in all
patients using a spirometer Autospiro AS500, and the
best values for forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) over the pre-
vious year were used, expressed as the percentage of
predicted values (% pred). Because the study popula-
tion comprised patients of different ages, the decline in
their pulmonary function was evaluated in relation to
age. Therefore, we estimated the percentage of mean
annual loss in FVC and FEV1, defined as (100 - % pred
FVC)/age and (100 - % pred FEV1)/age, respectively.
Arterial oxygen tension (Pa,O2) and arterial carbon diox-
ide tension (Pa,CO2) were measured at rest.

Patients with P. aeruginosa growth for at least 6
months were considered to be colonized with this micro-
organism. The number of intravenous (i.v.) antibiotic
courses per year and the number of days of i.v. anti-
biotics per year were recorded. Finally, information
was obtained on history of pneumothorax, nasal polyps,
hepatic cirrhosis, gallstones, diabetes mellitus, joint
pains and pregnancy.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) analysis

Peripheral blood samples were collected from the CF
patients, and genomic DNA was extracted by standard
methods. The 27 exons of the CFTR gene and the sur-
rounding intronic sequences were analysed by denatur-
ing gradient gel electrophoresis, as described previously
[16, 17]. Computer analysis was performed using Melt
87, generously provided by L. Lerman (Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
products that displayed an altered behaviour in the gel
were subsequently sequenced. Direct sequencing of PCR
products was carried out by the Sanger dideoxy-medi-
ated chain-termination method with Sequenase version
2.0 (United States Biochemical (USB)) [18].

The intron mutations 3849+10 kb C→T and 1811+1.6
kb adenine (A)→guanine (G) were separately screened,
according to the instructions of HIGHSMITH et al. [19]
and CHILLON et al. [20].

Classification of mutations

Using the approach to the classification of CFTR
mutations proposed by WELSH and SMITH [15], the
patients were classified into four groups according to
the probable effect of their mutations on CFTR func-
tion, regardless of clinical features. Group 1 included
∆F508 homozygote patients, in which the ∆F508 CFTR
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protein is not correctly processed. Group 2 included
patients with no CFTR production or expected non-
functional CFTR, which corresponded either to the exis-
tence of two "severe" mutations (nonsense mutations,
frameshift or splicing mutations) or to compound het-
erozygotes for one "severe" mutation and one ∆F508
mutation. The 1811+1.6 kb A→G mutation in intron
11 of the CFTR gene, according to previous reports
[20], was also considered as a "severe" mutation. Group
3 included patients with partly functional CFTR, with
at least one "mild" mutation, such as a missense muta-
tion or splicing mutation, which creates cryptic splice
sites. The 3849+10 kb C→T mutation [19, 21] and the
3272-26 G→A mutation [22] found in the patients stud-
ied are examples of such "mild" mutations. Group 4
comprised patients with only one "severe" mutation or
no identified mutation, after screening of the whole
coding region of the CFTR gene.

Statistical analysis

Group data were expressed as the median (range) for:
the age at diagnosis; the age at Pseudomonas coloni-
zation; the number of antibiotic courses; and the num-
ber of days of antibiotics, since normal distribution of
these variables cannot be demonstrated. All other vari-
ables were expressed as mean±SD. Comparisons bet-
ween groups of genotypes were made by a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) or a Kruskall Wallis
test for parametric and nonparametric variables, res-
pectively. Parametric and nonparametric two-by-two
comparisons between groups were performed using
either a multiple contrasts method (Scheffe's test) or
a Tukey-type multiple comparisons test, respectively
[23]. Comparisons between the pancreatic sufficient and
the pancreatic insufficient patients were performed
using either the unpaired Student's t-test or the unpaired
Mann-Whitney U-test for the parametric and the non-
parametric variables, respectively. Comparisons of fre-
quency were made with the Chi-squared method. Values
of p equal to or less than 0.05 were considered to indi-
cate statistical significance.

Results

Groups of genotypes

Mutations were identified in 191 chromosomes out
of 220 (87%) (table 1). The ∆F508 mutation was found
in 134 chromosomes (61%), the mutation G542X in
nine (4%), whereas all the other mutations were rare,
since they were found in no more than 1% of the cohort.
Both mutations were identified in 89 of the 110 pati-
ents (81%), only one mutation could be detected in 13
patients (12%) and no mutation was detected in eight
patients (7%). The classification of patients into four
groups of genotype is reported in table 1.

Clinical characteristics at time of diagnosis (table 2)

The median age attained and age at diagnosis were
different in the four groups of genotype (p<0.002 and
p<0.001, respectively). Patients from Group 3 were older

than patients from Groups 1 and 2. The median age at
diagnosis was greater in Groups 3 and 4 compared to
Groups 1 and 2. Symptoms at diagnosis were different
between the four groups (p<0.002): they were mainly
digestive in Group 1 and respiratory in Group 3. Only
eight meconium ileus were observed in this cohort: five
in Group 1, two in Group 2, and one in Group 4.

Sweat chloride concentrations were lower in Group 3
compared to all the other groups (p<0.001).

Pancreatic and nutritional status (table 2)

Pancreatic insufficiency was present in all patients in
Group 1 and in all but one in Group 2, but was less
frequent in Group 3 (24%) and Group 4 (63%) than in
Groups 1 and 2 (p<0.001). No difference appeared be-
tween the four groups either for diabetes or for the nut-
ritional status estimated by the percentage of predicted
weight.
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Table 1.  –  Genotype of the 110 CF patients: details
of the CF mutations and classification into four groups

Genotype Genotype Pts
groups n

1 ∆F508/∆F508 48*
2 ∆F508/G542X 6

∆F508/E827X 3†

∆F508/R553X 2
∆F508/W1282X 2
∆F508/E595X 1
∆F508/E60X 1
∆F508/W846X 1
∆F508/1078delT 1
∆F508/2143delT 1
∆F508/2347delG 1
∆F508/3659delC 1
∆F508/4382delA 1
∆F508/2183 AA→G 1
∆F508/1717-1 G→A 1
∆F508/1811+1.6 kb A→G 1
E595X/Y1092X 1
1717-1 G→A/1078delT 1

3 ∆F508/I336K 1
∆F508/G27E 1
∆F508/D192N 1
∆F508//I980K 1
∆F508/P205S 1
∆F508/2789+5 G→A 1
∆F508/3272-26 A→G 1
G542X/3849+10 kb C→T 2‡

G542X/2789+5 G→A 1
W361R/297-3 C→T 1
G551D/1717-1 G→A 1
N1303H/2183 AA→G 1
2789+5 G→A/2183 AA→G 1
R1070Q/D1152H 1
R1070Q/unidentified 1
S1251N/unidentified 1

4 ∆F508/unidentified 7
∆I507/unidentified 2
1811+1.6 kb A→G/unidentified 1
1161delC/unidentified 1
unidentified/unidentified 8

*: two patients are brothers; †: three brothers; ‡: two sisters.
CF: cystic fibrosis; Pts: patients; A: adenine; G: guanine; C:
cytosine; T: thymine.



As compared to the pancreatic insufficient patients,
the pancreatic sufficient subjects: were older (31 (18–
47) vs 24 (15–40) yrs; p<0.001); were diagnosed later
(24 (1–45) vs 2 (0–34) yrs; p<0.001); had lower sweat
chloride concentrations (94±24 vs 127±20 mmol·L-1; p<
0.001); had later colonization by P. aeruginosa (26 (16–
45) vs 15 (1–34) yrs; p<0.001); had better FVC (64±
31 vs 52±21% pred; p<0.05) and FEV1 (51±33 vs 38±
22% pred; p<0.05); and slower estimated mean annual
loss in FVC (1.2±1.1 vs 2.0±0.9%; p<0.001) and in
FEV1 (1.6±1.2 vs 2.5±1.0%; p<0.001).

Pulmonary status (table 3)

There was a trend towards lower FVC and FEV1 val-
ues in Group 2 compared to Groups 3 and 4 (p=0.15
and p=0.09, respectively). The estimated mean annual
loss in FVC and in FEV1 was greater in Groups 1 and 2

than in Groups 3 and 4 (p<0.01). Pa,O2 was significantly
lower in patients from Group 2 than in patients from
Groups 3 and 4, and in patients from Group 1 than in
patients from Group 4 (p<0.02).

Pseudomonas aeruginosa colonization was more fre-
quent in Group 1 than in Groups 3 and 4, and the age
at colonization was lower in Group 1 than in Group 3
(p<0.01). The number of i.v. antibiotic courses and the
number of days of i.v. antibiotics per year differed sig-
nificantly between the four groups of genotype (p<0.01).
Patients from Group 3 received fewer i.v. antibiotic
courses than patients from Group 2, and the duration of
their i.v. antibiotic infusions was shorter than in patients
from Groups 1 and 2.

The comparison of the pulmonary status between the
combined Groups 1 and 2 and the combined Groups 3
and 4 reinforced the results obtained with the four groups
analysed separately. Thus, the condition of the com-
bined Groups 1 and 2 appeared more severe than the
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Table 2.  –  Comparison of clinical data between the four groups of genotype, excluding respiratory data*

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 p-value+

Variable (n=48) (n=26) (n=17) (n=19)

Age  yrs 24 (15–40)† 24 (19–33)† 32 (18–45) 26 (18–47) <0.002
Male sex n 34 (71) 18 (69) 9 (53) 9 (47) NS

Age at diagnosis  yrs 0.8 (0–34)†‡ 2 (0–28)†‡ 25 (0–37) 9 (0–45) <0.001
Sweat chloride  mmol·L-1 127±22† 127±16† 90±31 116±21† <0.001
Weight % pred 82±11 83±12 86±11 83±10 NS

Symptoms at diagnosis
Respiratory n 22† 14† 16 13 <0.002
Digestive n 37†‡ 14† 1 9 <0.001

Meconium ileus  n 5 2 0 1 NS

Pancreatic insufficiency  n 48 (100)†‡ 25 (96)†‡ 4 (24) 12 (63)† <0.001
Diabetes n 6 3 2 1 NS

Hepatic cirrhosis n 5 6 1 0 NS

Gallstones n 7 4 4 5 NS

Nasal polyps n 13 7 8 2 NS

Joint pains n 10 6 2 6 NS

Pregnancy n 0 0 4 4 <0.01

*: results are expressed as median and range in parenthesis, as mean±SD, or as absolute value and percentage in parenthesis. NS:
nonsignificant; % pred: percentage of predicted value. +: for comparison of all four groups; †: p<0.05, compared to Group 3; ‡:
p<0.05, compared to Group 4.

Table 3.  –  Comparison of pulmonary data between the four groups of genotype*

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
Variable (n=48) (n=26) (n=17) (n=19) p-value+

FVC  % pred 54±20 49±22 62±30 62±24 NS

FEV1 % pred 40±21 34±22 48±30 50±28 NS

Estimated annual loss in FVC  % 2.0±0.9† 2.2±1.0†‡ 1.2±1.0 1.5±1.1 <0.01
Estimated annual loss in FEV1 % 2.6±1.0†‡ 2.8±1.0†‡ 1.7±1.1 1.9±1.3 <0.005
Pa,O2 kPa 8.8±1.5‡ 8.3±1.7†‡ 9.5±1.9 9.9±1.5 <0.01
Pa,CO2 kPa 5.7±0.9 5.9±1.1 5.5±1.3 5.2±0.5 NS

P. aeruginosa colonization  n 45†‡ 22 11 13 <0.02
Age at P. aeruginosa 15 (1–33)† 17 (4–30) 25 (8–34) 19 (7–45) <0.01

colonization yrs 
Number of i.v. antibiotic 3 (0–12) 4 (0–12)† 0 (0–10) 1 (0–7) <0.01

courses·yr-1

Number of days of i.v. 42 (0–365)†‡ 64 (0–365)† 0 (0–300) 15 (0–142) <0.01
antibiotics·yr-1

Pneumothorax  n 6 2 3 1 NS

*: results are expressed as median and range in parenthesis or as mean±SD. FVC: forced vital capacity; % pred: percentage of
predicted value; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one second; Pa,O2: arterial oxygen tension; Pa,CO2: arterial carbon dioxide
tension; NS: nonsignificant. +: for comparison of all four groups; †: p<0.05, compared to Group 3; ‡: p<0.05, compared to Group 4.



combined Groups 3 and 4, not only for the mean annual
loss in FVC (2.0±1.0 vs 1.4±1.0%, respectively; p<0.001),
the mean annual loss in FEV1 (2.6±1.0 vs 1.9±1.0%,
respectively; p<0.001), and the Pa,O2 (8.5±1.6 vs 9.6±1.6
kPa respectively; p<0.002), but also for FVC (52±21 vs
61±25% pred, respectively; p<0.05), FEV1 (38±22 vs
48±25% pred, respectively; p<0.05) and Pa,CO2 (5.7±0.9
vs 5.3±1.1 kPa, respectively; p<0.05). P. aeruginosa
colonization was more frequent (88 vs 71%; p<0.05),
the age at colonization was earlier (median (range) 15
(1–33) vs 20 (8–45) yrs, respectively; p<0.005), and the
antibiotic courses were more frequent (median (range)
3 (0–12) vs 1 (0–10), respectively; p<0.001) in the com-
bined Groups 1 and 2 than in the combined Groups 3
and 4.

Comparison and discrepancies between pulmonary and
pancreatic status

We have analysed the genotype characteristics of the
adult CF patients with mild respiratory disease, defi-
ned as FEV1 greater than 70% of the predicted values.
Among the 15 patients with mild respiratory insuffici-
ency, 10 had pancreatic insufficiency and two had hepa-
tic cirrhosis (table 4). Mild respiratory insufficiency was

observed in the four genotype groups, even in Group 2
which is believed to carry the most severe dysfunctions
of the CFTR protein.

The distribution of the five patients with pancreatic
sufficiency but with severe lung disease (FEV1 <30%
pred) among the groups of genotypes is shown in table
5. These patients comprised the only pancreatic suffi-
cient patient from Group 2, but also three patients from
Group 3 and one from Group 4.

Other clinical data

No difference was observed between the four groups
for history of nasal polyps, hepatic cirrhosis, gallstones,
joint pains (table 2) or frequency of pneumothorax (table
3). Among the 40 females, eight had successful preg-
nancies, all in Groups 3 and 4 (p<0.01).

Discussion

Respiratory insufficiency is the major cause of morta-
lity in cystic fibrosis. Although pulmonary involvement
is observed in the large majority of patients, the rate of
decline in pulmonary function as well as the severity
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Table 5.  –  Characteristics of patients with pancreatic sufficiency and FEV1 <30% of predicted value

Age at P. aeruginosa
Genotype Age diagnosis FVC FEV1 colonization

yrs yrs % pred % pred 

Group 2
∆F508/4382del A 27 18 43 21 Yes
Group 3
∆F508/3272-26 G→A 21 8 32 28 Yes
G542X/3849+10kb C→T 35 32 53 25 Yes
W361R/297-3 C→T 45 25 25 12 Yes
Group 4
unid/unid 30 15 38 27 Yes

unid: unidentified. For further definitions see legends to tables 1 and 3.

Table 4.  –  Characteristics of patients with FEV1 >70% of predicted value

Age at P. aeruginosa PI Hepatic
Genotype Age diagnosis FVC FEV1 colonization cirrhosis

yrs yrs % pred % pred

Group 1
∆F508/∆F508 18 <1 83 75 Yes Yes No
∆F508/∆F508 19 8 88 72 Yes Yes Yes
∆F508/∆F508 24 <1 87 84 Yes Yes No
∆F508/∆F508 25 13 85 82 Yes Yes No
∆F508/∆F508 37 34 90 83 No Yes No
Group 2
∆F508/E827X 18 <1 82 76 Yes Yes Yes
∆F508/W846X 29 27 101 95 No Yes No
∆F508/W1282X 31 28 91 77 No Yes No
Group 3
2789+5 G→A/G542X 18 2 107 103 No No No
2789+5 G→A/2183 AA→G 36 34 93 87 No No No
∆F508/G27E 39 28 115 78 No No No
Group 4
∆I507/unid 18 <1 103 103 No Yes No
unid/unid 26 5 89 77 No Yes No
unid/unid 39 38 96 87 No No No
unid/unid 40 38 110 106 No No No

PI: pancreatic insufficiency; unid: unidentified. For further definitions see legend to tables 1 and 3.



and the nature of pulmonary infection are very differ-
ent among patients. In the present study of 110 adult
CF patients it was possible to demonstrate a relation-
ship between the groups of genotype and the severity
of respiratory involvement, which was expressed both
for pulmonary function and severity of airway infection
by P. aeruginosa.

Patients from Group 3 (with at least one mild muta-
tion) and Group 4 (with at least one unidentified muta-
tion) exhibited a milder lung disease than patients from
Group 1 (∆F508 homozygotes) and Group 2 (with two
severe mutations). In the former groups, whereas patients
were older, their Pa,O2 was higher and the decline in
pulmonary function estimated by the mean annual loss
in FVC and FEV1 was slower than in the two groups
corresponding to the severe genotypes (Groups 1 and
2). Very few reports have related pulmonary severity to
genotype. In the studies by GAN et al. [14], and STRONG

et al. [13] patients with the A455E mutation or with the
G551S mutation, respectively, who would be classified
as Group 3 in the present study, had mild pulmonary
disease. Another study in eight adult CF patients sug-
gested that a less severe phenotype, including pulmonary
phenotype, was genetically determined [24]. The latter
finding is in accordance with the present results, since
these eight patients were compound heterozygotes who
corresponded to Groups 3 and 4.

In a study including a large number of patients car-
rying the ∆F508 mutation, no difference was found in
the severity of pulmonary involvement between a group
of ∆F508 homozygotes and groups of compound het-
erozygotes for ∆F508 [11]. In the latter study, most of
the compound heterozygotes for ∆F508 were associated
with another mutation (G542X, R553X, W1282X, 1717-
1G→A, 621+1G→T) that corresponded to Group 2.
Therefore, the lack of difference in the severity of pulmo-
nary involvement between homozygotes for ∆F508 and
these compound heterozygotes is in accordance with the
present results. For the two genotypes, R117H/∆F508
and N1303K/∆F508, which would be classified as Group
3, the lack of difference in pulmonary involvement might
be due to a selection bias created by mortality in this
cross-sectional study and/or by the young age of the
patients in most groups of this study, since the mean
age of all groups but one was less than 15 yrs.

As compared to the two groups with severe mutations
(Groups 1 and 2), we found that patients from Group 3
(mild mutation) had less severe bacterial airway infec-
tions. These results are in agreement with the study by
KUBESCH et al. [12], who showed that the risk of chro-
nic airway colonization by P. aeruginosa was related to
the CFTR mutation genotype. It was found that the
∆F508/nonsense compound heterozygotes had the high-
est risk for early colonization by P. aeruginosa, where-
as the missense and splicing mutations were low-risk
alleles for the acquisition of the most prevalent oppor-
tunistic pathogen. The severity of the respiratory involve-
ment of patients from Group 4 (with only one severe
mutation or with unidentified mutations) appeared to be
intermediate between subjects from Group 3 and sub-
jects with severe mutations (Groups 1 and 2). These
characteristics may be explained by the fact that patients
in Group 4 had heterogenous genotypes, among which
were unidentified mutations. The entire coding sequence

of the gene was analysed, so that most of the unidenti-
fied mutations in Group 4 are probably located in non-
coding regions of the CFTR gene, locations that are
likely to induce less severe phenotypes. However, muta-
tions in noncoding regions may also induce severe dys-
function of the CFTR protein.

Concerning pancreatic status, our study is in accor-
dance with previous studies which showed that patients
carrying two copies of "severe" mutations (nonsense
mutations, splicing mutations due to change in the con-
sensus splicing sequences and frameshift mutations)
exhibit pancreatic insufficiency, whereas patients with
a "mild" mutation on one or both chromosomes are pan-
creatic sufficient [5, 25]. The milder severity both of
pulmonary and pancreatic involvement is likely to explain
why patients from Group 3 and 4 had more advanced
age at diagnosis than patients from the two groups with
severe mutations (Groups 1 and 2). An association
between the age at diagnosis and the type and location
of the CFTR mutation has already been observed, with
earlier diagnosis in ∆F508 homozygotes and compound
heterozygotes with a second mutation being a nonsense
or a frameshift mutation and/or a mutation located in
the nucleotide binding folds [12].

The finding of a milder severity of disease in groups
corresponding to milder mutations (Groups 3 and 4) as
compared to groups with severe mutations (Groups 1
and 2) is unlikely to be explained by a biased selection
of subjects. By studying adult patients, very severe phe-
notypes of the disease responsible for death early in life
were excluded. These very severe phenotypes are like-
ly to belong to the severe mutations of Groups 1 and 2,
which probably explains why the frequency of ∆F508
homozygote patients in this population (44%) was lower
than in the general population of caucasian CF patients.
Therefore, we believe that our finding of a milder phe-
notype in Groups 3 and 4 would have been reinforced
if we had included the most severe forms of the disease
responsible for early death.

Although we have usually observed a good relation-
ship between the severity of pancreatic and pulmonary
involvement, it is of interest to point out that in some
individuals there were discrepancies between the sever-
ity of the pulmonary and pancreatic status. A few patients
elicited pancreatic sufficiency but severely impaired
respiratory function. All but one of these patients were
classified in genotype Groups 3 and 4. Conversely, 10
patients showed a good respiratory function associated
with pancreatic insufficiency. These cases were mostly
observed in Groups 1 and 2, despite a ∆F508 mutation
either homozygote or associated with a nonsense mu-
tation (E827X, W846X and W1282X). Such atypical,
mild pulmonary illness with severe pancreatic disease
has already been described in CF patients with two
nonsense mutations [26]. Several hypotheses have been
proposed to explain the unexpected mild pulmonary or
pancreatic involvement despite a severe mutation. A
first hypothesis is that the truncated protein could be
partially functional in certain tissues. Another explana-
tion comes from alternative splicing of messenger ribo-
nucleic acid (mRNA), which produces different forms
of a protein and could minimize the effect of a gene
mutation if the mutation occurs in an exon that is not
included in a mature transcript encoding a functional
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isoform. This process can occur in a tissue-specific man-
ner, and expression of this CFTR isoform only in air-
way epithelia could explain the difference in severity of
pulmonary and pancreatic disease.

These results show that, as a whole, the type of muta-
tions responsible for CF makes it possible to predict the
outcome and the severity of the disease in most adult
patients and, in particular, the severity both of the pan-
creatic and respiratory involvement. The classification
proposed by WELSH and SMITH [15] was based on the
expected severity of dysfunction of the CFTR protein
depending on the expected consequence of the mutation
on the processing and/or function of the protein. Inte-
restingly, this hypothesis was indirectly confirmed by
measurement of the function of the chloride channel in
the sweat gland, since we observed that in addition to
an overall less severe disease, patients from Group 3
also elicited a chloride concentration in sweat that was
lower than patients from all the other groups. However,
although we found a relationship between the genotype
and the phenotype in our four groups of genotypes as
a whole, some individuals within each group did not fit
the general behaviour of the group, despite the fact that
they were carrying the same mutation.

These findings were reported in several studies and
are of great interest in the understanding of the disease.
Several hypotheses were proposed to explain such dis-
crepancies in phenotype within patients of the same
genotype, although none of them are fully convincing.
One possible hypothesis is that variants in the CFTR
gene that alter splicing efficiency of an exon can affect
the phenotype produced by a mutation. This possibility
has been described recently for exon 9 [27]. Another
possible hypothesis is the existence of genetic factors
outside the CF locus [4, 11, 28]. DÖRING et al. [28] have
shown that the genotype for α1-antitrypsin was corre-
lated to the phenotype of CF, with carriers of deficient
α1-antitrypsin variants having an earlier onset of P.
aeruginosa lung infection, higher total immunoglobulin
G (IgG) and specific P. aeruginosa serum antibodies.
Finally, it has been suggested that nongenetic environ-
mental factors, such as exposure to passive smoking
[29], may also influence the course of pulmonary dis-
ease in patients with cystic fibrosis [30].

This classification of 110 adult CF patients into four
groups of genotype, according to the probable remain-
ing function of their cystic fibrosis transmembrane con-
ductance receptor protein, showed a relationship between
the presumed severity of the mutations and the observed
phenotype, not only for pancreatic status but also for
the severity of respiratory involvement. Patients with the
expected partially functional cystic fibrosis transmem-
brane conductance receptor (Group 3 and, to a lesser
extent, Group 4), appeared to have less severe disease,
in particular for pancreatic status, respiratory function
and airway infection by P. aeruginosa. Our results show
that the attempt to identify and to classify the mutations
in cystic fibrosis is of interest for the prediction of the
outcome of the disease. However, like others, we found
that some individuals do not fit the outcome of their
general group of genotype. Our findings reinforce the
conviction that other factors besides the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance receptor mutation are invol-
ved in the severity and outcome of the disease.
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